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Abstract—Emerging heterogeneous systems architectures increasingly integrate general-purpose processors, GPUs, and other
specialized computational units to provide both power and
performance benefits. While the motivations for developing
systems with accelerators are clear, it is important to design
efficient dispatching mechanisms in terms of performance and
energy while leveraging programmability and orchestration of
the diverse computational components. In this article we present
an infrastructure composed of a hardware, General, Packet-based
Processing-dispatching Unit, named GPPU, and of an associated
runtime that facilitates user-level access to GPPU objects such
as packets, queues and contexts. Hence, we remove drawbacks
of traditional costly user-to-kernel-level operations, low-level accelerator subtleties that hinder programming productivity, along
with architectural obstacles such as handling accelerators’ unified
virtual address space. We present the design and evaluation of
our framework by integrating the GPPU infrastructure with
data streaming type accelerators, image filtering and matrix
multiplication, tightly coupled to ARMv8 architecture via unified
virtual memory. Under scaling workload our proposed dispatching methods can deliver 3.7× performance improvement over
baseline offloading, and up to 4.7× better energy efficiency.
Index Terms—Packet-based dispatching, CPU-Accelerators
unified address space, Hardware-assisted offloading, User-level
embedded systems dispatching

I. I NTRODUCTION
N the last decade together with the explosion of integrating
multiple cores in a single chip, an architectural trend is
the growing prominence of heterogeneous architectures. As
scaling the number of processors does not always translate
to linear speedup, heterogeneous systems aim to unlock the
performance and power efficiency of the parallel hardware
resources including CPUs, GPUs, DSPs, FPGAs, fabrics and
fixed function accelerators in today’s complex Systems-onChip (SoCs). However, even though physically putting together CPUs, GPUs and other accelerators on the same chip
or platform, the available programming models still consider
them separated.
Different techniques emerge to amortize heterogeneity in
terms of architectural differences and programmability. Multiple processing units with their own memory may incur
potentially penalty to access the data if these are not in close
proximity, especially if they reside in a different address space.
To tackle this challenge fused architectures, that is multicore CPUs and many-core GPUs are integrated on a single
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chip with a shared on-chip L3 cache, to produce what AMD
calls accelerated processing units (APUs) [1], providing the
opportunity to leverage the high computational power of the
GPUs. In addition, inspired by these architectures Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA) Foundation [2] proposes
a unified virtual address space and coherent shared memory
spanning the APUs, enabling user-level task queues to reduce
offloading latency.
Applications in heterogeneous architectures take advantage
of hardware accelerators and GPUs, by offloading computations, intensive portions of their execution to hardware
accelerators, either fixed-function or programmable such as a
GPU. These offloaded computation tasks are referred as jobs
in this article. A job consists of two parts, the kernel, that is,
the executable code for a programmable accelerator, and the
corresponding data. When the CPU dispatches a task to the
hardware accelerator or to the GPU, it is usually necessary to
pass through an OS service and an OS kernel driver before
finally reaching the final target, which causes non-negligible
performance degradation. As accelerators commonly execute
outside the processor, they usually lack access to processor’s
virtual address space and invoking the accelerator may require
pinning data in memory and translating virtual addresses in advance of launching the accelerated computation. Researchers
have proposed single CPU thread to assist in prefetching
data for many GPU threads [3] or channels, i.e., multiproducer/multi-consumer data queues that aggregate fine-grain
work items before scheduling to the GPUs [4]. Furthermore,
to make effective use of multi-core CPUs and GPUs, toolkits
offer a different approach to parallelization [5], exploiting for
instance an intuitive fork-join model and enabling locality
friendly coarse-grained parallelism (OpenMP), or expressing
fine-grained parallelism (OpenCL), enabling for example, implicit or explicit vectorization at the compiler level.
In this work we address the optimization of heterogeneous
computing in terms of performance and energy consumption.
Heterogeneous refers to platforms that use more than one
kind of processors and/or specialized fixed-function or programmable accelerators. We built an innovative infrastructure
to offload, i.e., dispatch, computational intensive jobs from the
host processor to the heterogeneous computation nodes, which
infrastructure comprises a hardware-assisted Generic Packet
Processing Unit (GPPU) and a corresponding runtime, hereafter called as Architected Queuing Language-aware System
Manager (AQLSM). The GPPU allows a programmer to write
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applications that seamlessly integrate different computing units
removing today’s hurdles such as separate memory spaces
between CPU and non-virtualized hardware accelerators. In
particular, the contributions of this work are summarized next.
The GPPU hardware and runtime software components:
• offer user-level offloading to computation nodes in a
system without costly OS system calls
• allow sharing of virtual address space between all processing components in the system (compatible to the HSA
initiative) in order to remove the need of explicit copies;
enable efficient data sharing between host CPU and hardware accelerators while removing the need of a complex
Input/Output Memory Management Unit (IOMMU)
• accelerate the dispatching process with dedicated
hardware-assisted unit which hides cumbersome configuration and monitoring of diverse attached accelerators
• remove the programming complexity while featuring a
unifying way to optimize data and code transfers across
different heterogeneous processing units and thus making
applications to be easily re-targeted to different platforms
Our GPPU infrastructure assumes applications that are
launched on the host CPU (or cluster of CPUs) and intermittently offload jobs to an accelerator. Sharing opportunities
arise due to two reasons. First, a job might have completed an
offload and is running on the host CPU leaving the accelerator
free. Second, a job offload may not be using all of the cores
on the accelerator, or a number of accelerators which are
attached as sub-nodes to a GPPU, therefore allowing another
job to potentially use the free accelerator cores. The focus
of this work is not the optimal partitioning and mapping
of an application to the multiple heterogeneous computing
units. In addition, the programmer or the OS orchestrator
must evaluate when an offload computation will outperform
one that is local by forecasting the local cost (execution time
and energy consumption for computing locally) and remote
cost for computing remotely and transmission time for the
input/output of the computation to/from the remote accelerator.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II,
we introduce previous works on improving programmability
and offloading costs in Heterogeneous SoCs. In section III, we
give an overview of our work. Section IV presents the design
and Implementation of the GPPU infrastructure. In section V
we evaluate our proposals in terms of performance and energy
consumption and finally, we conclude our work in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Optimizing communication and automatic data management
have been addressed in the context of CPU-GPU program coexecution, first, through using compiler-assisted techniques to
transfer data to the appropriate memory space [6] [7]. In the
StarPU runtime [8], applications submit computational tasks,
forming a task graph, with CPU and/or GPU implementations,
and StarPU schedules these tasks and associated data transfers
on available CPUs and GPUs. StarPU optimizes data transfers
using prefetching and overlapping. In the same scope semiautomatic techniques, such as Global Memory for Accelerators
(GMAC) require programmers to add annotations [9]. By
sharing the virtual address space of CPU and accelerators,

researchers have proposed a user-level library, GMAC, to
make heterogeneous systems easier to program while reducing
performance penalties [10]. It is not though guaranteed to
successfully map the accelerator’s memory to the same range
of virtual memory address space. Unified Virtual Addressing
(UVA) [11] abstracts away from the programmer the actual
location of data, whether on any of the GPUs or on the CPU.
On top, we propose methods to eliminate time-consuming
operations such as user- to kernel- space data transfers, kernel
space synchronization, queue management and dispatching.
Industrial Accelerators Coupling. Fixed-function accelerators commonly use scratchpad memories and Direct Memory
Access (DMA) engines or caches. Cache-based memory hierarchy is inefficient for bulk data movement in I/O bound
applications, but can be more efficient at on-demand, finegrained data transfer for applications, and depending on the applications memory access patterns [12]. In industry, IBM introduced the Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface (CAPI) on
POWER8 systems to provide a high-performance solution for
implementing client-specific computation-heavy algorithms on
FPGAs [13]. Additionally, the Multi-Accelerator Platform
Engine for Baseband (MAPLE-B) consists of a programmablesystem-interface which is a programmable controller with
DMA capabilities and signal-processing accelerators attached
using an internal interface [14] [15]. Intel proposes the
QuickAssist Technology Accelerator Abstraction Layer to simplify the use and deployment of tightly-coupled accelerators
[16] [17] via the Front Side Bus, but mainly for offloading
computationally intensive compression and encryption tasks.
By using a reduced functionality or “bare-bone” Application
Programming Interface (API), named dataplane API, or by
batching requests, Intel aims to reduce offload latency.
Data Transfers Optimizations. To tackle offloading overheads, researchers have also proposed dynamically aggregating
asynchronously produced fine-grain work into coarser-grain
tasks leveraging the GPU’s control processor to manage those
queues [4]. Optionally, engineers develop hardware-assisted
DMA and I/O read and write access methods along with
on-chip microcontrollers inside the GPU to offer effective
solutions in terms of reducing the data transfer latency for
concurrent data streams [18]; Fujii et al., [18] showed that
direct I/O operations are faster than using DMA controllers for
small data transfers. Hardware support for optimizing different
ISA-based heterogeneous systems is also proposed in a variety
of contexts, by accelerator management to mitigate memory
latencies during data transfer [19], or by optimizing intranode communication using DMA assistance [20]. Similarly,
in [21] we proposed an open-source framework for optimized
data transfers over PCIe-attached accelerators via exploiting
scheduling and parallelized, pipelined DMA transfers, all
controlled by hardware customized components at the FPGA
fabric side. However, in the work in this article we introduce
packet-based dispatching for tightly-coupled accelerators with
a user-level runtime which seamlessly integrates different
acceleration units.
Device Virtual Address Space Access. Modern systems
are equipped with IOMMUs [22] [23], to support address
translation for loosely-coupled devices, including customized
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accelerators and GPUs. To provide access to virtual address
space some GPUs include highly complex IOMMUs; 4-ported
private TLBs and improved page walk scheduling have been
proposed [24], while authors have also introduced a highly
threaded page walker to handle bursts of TLB misses [25].
Instead, we propose a novel mechanism that is totally free
from an IOMMU component, by taking advantage of the
processor’s translation functionality also for the accelerators,
and by using a simplified address translation mechanism.
Earlier, we introduced the concept of packet-based hardware
dispatching in [26], which integrates a runtime based on
kernel-space interprocess communication facilities. A keygoal of this work is to support a fully distributed userspace runtime (via ARMv8 atomic primitives) and offer two
dispatching alternatives to remove IOMMU overheads: (a)
use a dedicated system memory partition for data and queue
contexts (as in [26]) and, (b) utilize the full-system memory,
while exploiting the CPU’s MMU to deliver a unified virtual
memory view to the accelerators as well.
III. J OB D ISPATCHING TO ACCELERATORS
To achieve efficient dispatching the proposed infrastructure
consists of the Generic Packet Processing Unit (GPPU) and
of the Architected Queuing Language-aware System Manager (AQLSM) runtime, which work synergistically to enable
workload dispatching in a packet-based fashion and, allow the
programmer to handle hardware accelerators in a unifying,
transparent and low complexity way. The GPPU controls one
or even multiple different accelerators (figure 1) and abstracts
the diversity of the functionality of these custom accelerators
by presenting a single general-purpose API to the host CPU
and hiding the accelerators details.
The design of the GPPU as a hardware component addresses
the following objectives.
• enable all computing units in a heterogeneous system to
operate in their own virtual address space
• allow direct interfacing to user space applications without
expensive system calls
• offload the CPU from scheduling of dispatching operations and monitoring of accelerators
• seamless dispatching, unaware of the type of the computing unit; i.e., the CPU can dispatch a job to the GPU, or
the other way round
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runtime and they are accessible by applications running on the
host CPU, at user level, in applications’ virtual address space.
Each queue contains packets, i.e., commands, as defined in
specifications of HSA Foundation [2] (AQL packets). Both
queues and packets are allocated and de-allocated by applications through the AQLSM runtime infrastructure. Queues are
semi-opaque objects for which the AQLSM maintains a queue
context, i.e., circular buffer related information. The visible
part of a queue context includes queue type (i.e., allocated
to a single application or shared by multiple applications),
doorbell signal, queue size, read and write indexes and a
queue index. The invisible part of a queue context contains
sensitive and error-prone information, i.e., the queues and
packets virtual and physical addresses, which are accessed
only by the AQLSM (CPU), the GPPU and the accelerators.
A set of queues are pre-assigned to a particular GPPU and
the AQLSM allocates each queue to user requests. The GPPU
on the other hand is responsible for the binding of a queue to
an available accelerator from the set of accelerators which are
attached to a GPPU; this binding is independent of the kind of
accelerator. The command packets are 64-byte fixed-size data
structures following the kernel dispatch packet format [2].
As shown in figure 1, the GPPU performs the following
functions: (i) it manages requests from user-level applications
to offload jobs to accelerator engines; the requests are performed in the form of command packets which are placed
in circular queues until the GPPU serves these queues, (ii) it
mediates the process to offload jobs (kernel and data) from
user application memory space to a hardware accelerator and
in the opposite direction, to monitor the accelerator process
and notify the application of the outcomes of these jobs.
A user-level queue is a shared memory space between CPU
and GPPU and implements a one-way communication, either
from the CPU to the accelerator, or from the accelerator to
the CPU, via the GPPU. Figure 2 depicts different options,
which a user application may utilize to offload workload to
the accelerators; the dark shaded block (ACC2) indicates an
accelerator of different functionality compared to the light
shaded block (ACC1). In this article we opted for option (c),
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Fig. 1. Dispatching jobs (kernels and data) from CPU to accelerators
and from accelerators to CPU through using the GPPU in a packet-based
communication and user-level accessible circular queues

The supported programming model defines job offloading
through command queue objects. These queues are allocated at

and we intend to evaluate queue sharing in future work. Both
CPU and GPPU maintain an internal state to enable race-free
accesses to read and write indexes of the command queue
in a consistent way. A complete offload operation involves
the launch, active and completion phases. The launch phase
includes the operations to fill and successfully enqueue a
packet; then, during the active phase, the GPPU selects an
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eligible packet and processes its contents to submit the job to
the appropriate accelerator. Finally, in the completion phase
the GPPU notifies the application of the acceleration outcome.
The CPU initializes a queue context in a local memory
(register file) inside the GPPU to configure the communication
protocol parameters (writeIndex, readIndex, queueSize). Then,
a user application is allowed to enqueue command packets
to the ring buffer queue using the unique queue index and
packet index. A new packet index is obtained by calling the
GPPU runtime, i.e., the AQLSM. The application uses this
queue unique index to find the available packet within the ring
buffer. This is done through the AQLSM API. Internally, the
AQLSM creates the appropriate virtual address, called userVA.
The application, populates the packet including parameters and
pointers to the workset that needs to offload. The workset
involves the kernel code and the data to process when a
programmable accelerator is used, or only the data when a
fixed-function hardware accelerator is connected. Finally, the
application creates a logical signal, called doorbell to notify
the GPPU that the packet is ready to be processed. A signal
can be actually considered a shared memory location that
contains an integer, which when modified triggers an event in
the GPPU. The GPPU will dispatch all packets from a circular
queue until a barrier packet is identified. It is not necessary
for all the packets which have been dispatched to reach their
completion phase before more packets from the same queue
can be launched.
When the doorbell has been received, the GPPU retrieves
the packet from the head of the queue, which is located at
the readIndex. At this point the packet is processed by the
GPPU on the basis of the packet type. We support two types
of packets: the dispatch which describes a new job, and the
barrier, which includes a command for the GPPU. In case of
a dispatch packet, the pointers in the packet are extracted to
enable the wake up of the accelerator. When the accelerator
has completed processing, the GPPU can update the readIndex,
and can set the packet as invalid. Finally, the signal included
in the packet will be reset by the GPPU, so the application in
the host can be notified to use the outcome data produced by
the accelerator. Of course the application can asynchronously
submit multiple jobs to the same queue, either one-by-one or in
a batch and continue its operation . The GPPU is associated
with multiple AQL queues, independently of the number of
accelerators.
A. System Memory Management Using a GPPU
Applications running on the host CPU can offload computation kernels onto a customized compute engine or GPU
to get accelerated. Depending on the framework used (i.e.,
OpenCL/GL, CUDA) the offload process requires memory allocation, explicit kernel and data copying from the CPU to the
accelerator address space, kernel launch, data copying from the
accelerator to the CPU, and freeing of the allocated memory
space. In modern HSA-style architecture the convenience of a
unified virtual address space removes the need for maintaining
two copies of the same data in both host and device address
spaces. By simply passing a pointer to the shared data in the
virtual address space to and from the accelerator essentially

eliminates unnecessary and costly copies. In [27] we can see
the benefits of using unifying address space in heterogeneous
SoCs. However, since accelerators actually need to access
the data in their physical memory space a virtual-to-physical
address translation is required. Modern SoCs have introduced
hardware IOMMUs to enable devices to access the virtual
memory that the host CPU supports [28] [29]. Even though
recent advances in IOMMU designs enable translation caching
to compensate for the long latencies of page table walking,
the silicon cost of the IOMMU along with its performance
overhead creates a significant challenge for loosely-coupled
accelerator architectures. In the scope of accessing CPU from
accelerators, recently Vesely et al., [30] proposed to designate
a portion of memory as the syscall area for GPU to store system call arguments and information and then GPU to interrupt
the CPU (by relying on the ability of the GPU to interrupt the
CPU) and send the ID number of the wavefront issuing the
system call. We envision a more structured way for this process
using packet-based communication to the CPU and directly
notify user-space application in contrast to OS service as
in [30]. In this work we have developed both interrupt-driven
and CPU-polling service to identify acceleration completion.
In addition, the proposed GPPU framework requires also to
expose the physical address space of queues and corresponding
context to the virtual memory of the applications. Hence,
the unified virtual address space between host CPU, GPPU
and accelerators requires an efficient mechanism for virtual
to physical address translation. In this section we present
two solutions developed to tackle memory management issues
in this scope. Both techniques are the only ones known to
the authors that totally eliminate the complexity and incurred
overheads of using IOMMUs. In contrast to implementing
a dedicated IOMMU for accelerators, where synchronization
with the MMU of the host CPU is needed on page fault
handling, our approach requires no additional support for
system-level correctness issue.
1) System Memory Partitioning: One option to facilitate
memory management in SoCs that integrate loosely-coupled
accelerators is to reserve one partition of the physical memory
for communicating data between user applications and accelerators. We call this approach as SMP method hereafter. The OS
lives in the rest of the physical memory. Applications can access this reserved partition with the aid of the AQLSM and OS
through the mmap() system call, which call is used only at the
pre-offloading initialization phase. Even if the downside is the
non-optimal utilization of the physical memory, nevertheless,
devices can directly access this partition free from virtual-tophysical translations, while the applications can also access
this memory through the AQLSM that does the mapping to
applications virtual address space.
As figure 3 shows, a partition starting from base address
till the high end of system memory is dedicated to store the
queues and the applications data. This memory splitting occurs
during the boot time. When an application requests a queue via
aqlsm queue create() of the AQLSM API, then the AQLSM
exports a virtual address pointer (userVA) to the queue data
buffer by simply adding the appropriate offset to the partition
base address.
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All queue data buffers are maintained in a logical partition
that starts at the base address of the reserved partition, while
next lies the logical partition for the application data. Figure 3
shows an example where an application acquires a queue
object and will use a logical partition for the application data
which corresponds with this particular queue. The AQLSM
exports this data partition that is located at offsetA in the
application virtual address space. Notice that by using mmap()
call the virtual address returned corresponds to physically
contiguous address space.
The GPPU on the other hand that works using physical
addresses, accesses the same objects, i.e., queues, kernels
and data, through using the physical addresses which are
formed by adding the memory partition’s base address and
the corresponding offset. For instance, to access a particular
packet, the GPPU uses the queue index (queueIndex) and the
packet index (packetIndex), which are absolute numbers and
calculates the physical address (PA) of the packet as follows.
P Apacket I ndex = basePA + queueIndex ∗ MaxQueueSize+
packet Index ∗ PacketSize

where MaxQueueSize represents the maximum queue size
supported in the system. Our SMP approach is clearly straightforward and, since the data are physically contiguous, accessing them does not undergo any translation and is henceforth
faster. Platform-wise the GPPU decapsulates a packet and
delivers the physical address of the kernel to a programmable
accelerator or of the data to a fixed-function hardware accelerator. This mediation function depends largely on the accelerator’s configuration complexity (e.g., GPU or hardware core)
and interface/interconnect option (PCIe, Infiniband, AMBA).
2) System Memory for User Data: When an application
issues a malloc() system call, then a buffer object is created
that is made available in its own virtual address space as a
contiguous memory area. However, the allocated space may
span physical memory pages that are not contiguous; this
may occur even if the requested buffer size is smaller that
system’s page size, commonly set to 4KB. For instance, in
the context of processing full high definition (FHD), or 1080p,
which is 1920 pixels wide by 1080 pixels tall (2.1 megapixels),
with 32 bits/pixel when loaded at memory 8,294,400 bytes
are required, or 2025 pages of 4KB each. Even though it
is preferable to use physically contiguous pages in memory
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both for cache related and memory access latency reasons
this cannot be guaranteed when a user-level application makes
malloc() calls.
The key idea is that in several application domains which
can benefit through accelerating a computational intensive
task, the memory space that is allocated at user space will
be used throughout the offload process. Hence, the virtual
to physical space translation that an IOMMU can perform
during the acceleration process can be done even before the
acceleration begins, since we know beforehand both the source
and the result data buffers. Consequently, instead of using an
IOMMU, the MMU of the CPU can perform the virtual to
physical translation. Essentially, the physical address space
of the non-contiguous space can be identified at kernel level
and in addition, to allocate contiguous space larger than the
page size is also possible at kernel space through using the
dma alloc coherent() or dma alloc noncoherent calls.
To address offload data management for data that are
allocated in system memory the GPPU infrastructure can
employ the SysTem Memory, or STM method, which requires
a Generic Address Translation Table, called GATT hereafter,
as shown in figure 4. In combination with a kernel driver
and AQLSM, the GATT can fetch from the system memory
the translations of pinned pages and program the accelerators
accordingly. The GATT can be programmed to operate in
non-paged mode and in paged mode. The first mode is used
when the data are stored in memory contiguously, therefore
an accelerator’s DMA has to be programmed only once. The
second mode is used when the data span more than one page.
In this case GATT is responsible to configure an accelerator’s
DMA upon interrupt on a per page basis, both for the incoming
and for the processed data stream. Notice that in this second
mode the pages translations are stored in a contiguous buffer
in memory. In the scope of this STM method, the AQLSM
RAM
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Fig. 4. Dispatching jobs to accelerators through the GPPU infrastructure;
the kernel driver with the aid of the host MMU translates the virtual address
space of the data buffers that are allocated at user space and stores them in
the cross-shaded memory buffer, while the GATT mediates to provide the
illusion of a contiguous space to the accelerator

runtime that runs at user space interacts with a kernel space
driver only at the initialization of the offload process. The user
application assigns to the AQLSM runtime to allocate data
buffer and to discover the physical address of this buffer, which
may be fragmented in many pages. This particular driver in
addition to the virtual to physical address translation must
handle cache effects, using standard Linux kernel facilities. If
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there is no hardware to provide cache coherency, the allocated
memory space must be non-cacheable, or must be flushed or
invalidated before giving control to a hardware accelerator.
The AQLSM runtime fills in the command packet the physical
address of the buffer with the translations and then triggers
the GPPU with the doorbell signal. As shown in figure 4, the
GPPU communicates both with the device to assign a job and
with the GATT to configure it for the lifetime of this job.
IV. GPPU S YSTEM D ESIGN
We designed the GPPU infrastructure on an 64-bit ARMv8
ARM Development Platform (ADP) named Juno-r1 [31],
which is extended with the LogicTile 20MG FPGA board [32].
Table I summarizes the SoC features relevant to our design.
OVERVIEW

OF

TABLE I
ARM J UNO - R 1 DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

Dual cluster Cortex-A57

Quad cluster Cortex-A53
CCI-400 int. interconnect
NIC-400 ext. interconnect

2MB L2 cache, NEON and FPU,
underdrive: 600MHz, nominal: 900MHz,
overdrive: 1.15GHz
1MB L2 cache, NEON and FPU,
nominal: 650MHz
cache-coherent, 128-bit, 533Mhz
64-bit, 400MHz, external AXI ports
using Thin-Links cores

The LogicTile utilizes a Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA, the
XCV2000T device. The platform SoC LogicTile interconnect
is realized through using the ARM TLX-400 Thin-Links AXI
master and slave interfaces inside the LogicTile site [33]. At
the default clock frequency of 61.5MHz, the operating bit rates
are:
• Master interface (CPU-to-LogicTile): 68Mbps in the forward direction, 78Mbps in the reverse direction.
• Slave interface (LogicTile-to-CPU): 246Mbps in the forward direction, 305Mbps in the reverse direction.
The platform SoC runs the ARM Landing Team’s Linux kernel
v4.8 release. Next, we present the baseline design using the
same hardware accelerators as in the GPPU system.
A. Baseline Accelerators
Figure 5 shows the FPGA baseline block design attaining
the goal to realize two different types of hardware accelerators,
which are integrated through a kernel-based driver dispatching.
We developed one hardware accelerator for matrix multiplication and one for image edge detection using Vivado Highlevel Synthesis (HLS) tools [34]; to investigate the impact
of dispatching to multi-threaded accelerators, we instantiated
four image edge detection blocks. We consider each type of
hardware accelerator as an acceleration group.
Table II summarizes their main characteristics. The hardware accelerators communicate via the ARM proprietary ThinLinks interface with the Juno SoC CCI-400 cache coherent
interconnect [35]. The Juno r1 platform does not support an
IOMMU for LogicTile-hosted components. Hence, the accelerators cannot transparently refer to system virtual address
space and they can access only the physical address space.
The key concept in this baseline design is that the source
data have to be copied from user to kernel space in order to be
visible to the accelerators and for the same reason the resulting
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Fig. 5. Physical organization of the baseline architecture in ARM JUNO R1
equipped with the LogicTile 20MG FPGA
TABLE II
H ARDWARE ACCELERATORS CHARACTERISTICS
Functionality
Matrix multiplication
Sobel edge detection

Characteristics
Integer multiplication, max matrix size 100×100
Convolutional image processor with kernels size
3×3, max image size (1920×1080)

data are copied from kernel to user space. The user space
data are located in memory arranged in pages, which may be
non-contiguous. Kernel space data are stored in Contiguous
Memory Allocator’s (named CMA) reserved partition, which
allows for contiguous memory allocation. Data accesses are
coherent between the CPUs and the programmable logic
thanks to the CCI-400, which snoops the CPU caches.
The default kernel configuration provides only 4MB of
contiguous memory space. The maximum contiguous space is
calculated as 2 M AX ZON E ORDE R−1 ∗ P AGE SI Z E , where the
page size is 4KB. Thus, by changing the MAX ZONE ORDER
setting in the kernel configuration file from 11 to 13, the kernel
CMA can allocate up to 16MB of contiguous memory space;
this is required to support image filtering of maximum size
(i.e., FHD), one buffer for source and one for outcome data.
Baseline Dispatching Driver: The baseline driver communicates with the hardware cores to configure and offload tasks
to them. The offloading is achieved in the following way.
the driver allocates two contiguous data buffers in kernel
space using the system’s CMA, one buffer for the source
data and one for the results
• the driver copies the caller’s source data from user to
kernel space via the copy from user() call
• then, programs the accelerator accordingly; notice that the
driver is aware of the physical address of the buffer that
is allocated in the first step
• the driver polls the accelerator to find out if the offloaded
task is completed
• when the offloaded task has completed, the driver copies
the result data from kernel to user space using the
copy to user() call and frees the allocated buffers
The driver establishes synchronous communication when interfacing the hardware accelerators; when an application thread
acquires an accelerator and offloads a job, blocks until job’s
completion. To manage the jobs per acceleration group, the
driver uses logical buffers. The number of buffers is dynamically allocated and can be configured from a single buffer up
to twice the number of accelerator instances inside a group;
namely, the driver can assign up to eight buffers for the Sobel
accelerators and up to two buffers for the matrix multiplication
accelerator.
•
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B. GPPU Implementation
We integrated the GPPU with the hardware accelerators in
the LogicTile FPGA to realize a proof of concept heterogeneous system with effective packet-based dispatching. Queue
structures reside in system memory while the corresponding
queue context is maintained inside the GPPU as a register file.
The accelerators access the source and outcome data buffers
in system memory using either of the two methods.
• SMP: access directly the reserved applications’ data partition using physical addresses (through AQLSM runtime);
data buffers are contiguous and cache coherent
• STM: access directly the scattered user pages managed
by the OS with the aid of GATT; data buffers are noncontiguous and cache coherent
Notice that since CCI400 lacks support for cache coherent
view to the LogicTile link, accelerators access data by using
read transactions as ReadOnce and write transactions as WriteUnique for the Inner Shareable domain [31], so that data are
not cached locally for future use.
Figure 6 shows the block-level organization of five hardware
accelerators that a GPPU can assign jobs to them through a
set of buffers, named active jobs RAM. This RAM is logically
Programmable Logic
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Packet Manager
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.
.
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Fig. 6. GPPU architecture; the GPPU controls five hardware accelerators,
four for image filtering and one for integer matrix multiplication.

divided into two partitions, one for the Sobel filter and one
for the matrix multiplication acceleration group. We integrate
eight job buffers for the Sobel filter and two job buffers for
the matrix multiplication. Thus, in case that one accelerator is
occupied by one active job, the GPPU can prepare the next
ready job. A local scheduler abstracts the interfacing to the
hardware accelerators and is in control of sending the jobs and
of monitoring the acceleration process. The number of buffers
to use in the active jobs RAM can be actually configured by the
scheduler, as in the baseline dispatching method. In addition,
in both SMP and STM modes the scheduler configures each
dedicated GATT unit with the job context parameters; during
the SMP mode the GATT operates in non-paged mode while
during the STM mode GATT operates in paged mode.
The GPPU checks for each allocated queue if the doorbell
is active and if the readIndex is different from the writeIndex.
If a buffer is still available out of the buffers that are dedicated
for the requested accelerator, then this job must be dispatched.
Notice that the doorbell signal and the writeIndex are updated
by the AQLSM runtime and are visible by the GPPU, while
the readIndex is visible by the AQLSM and updated by the
GPPU core, to avoid races. When the GPPU identifies that
a job can be dispatched then the GPPU activates a private
DMA engine, which can fetch all eligible packets from the
queue. In the current realization the GPPU fetches a single

7

packet (packets are retrieved one at a time) and dispatches
it by extracting the fields from the packet that pertain to
the particular accelerator. Fetching multiple packets via using
DMA and processing them with a parallel processing GPPU
gives an obvious advantage, and particularly in offloading
of fine-grain jobs to high-performance or to multi-threaded
accelerators. In favor of the latter case, another design option
of the GPPU is to maintain the queues not in main memory, but
locally inside the GPPU in a scratchpad memory; this option
though, would impose size constraints on the queue and higher
cost in terms of silicon area.
C. AQLSM Runtime
The AQLSM runtime exposes a simple API to the user
and at the same time isolates different user applications and
hides unnecessary complexity. The AQLSM runtime provides
a GPPU discovery functionality to user applications, so that
to expose the available accelerators in the system, named
as agents. The AQLSM API represents agents using opaque
handles. The application can traverse the list of agents that
are available in the system using aqlsm iterate agents(), and
query agent specific attributes using aqlsm agent get info().
Examples of agent attributes include name, type of sub-nodes
(CPU, HW accelerator, GPPU, Programmable accelerator),
supported queue types, maximum number of queues and size.
In the current implementation the AQLSM runtime supports
sixteen queues managed by a single GPPU; this GPPU represents an agent with five sub-nodes, four image filtering and one
matrix multiplication accelerators acting as the accelerators.
Inserting queues in the GPPU can reduce the amount of
time the application spends stalling on the AQLSM API.
The size of the queues is configurable and it has a direct
impact on the parallelism that can be exploited by the GPPU.
In general, larger queues enable more concurrency among
the accelerators. In practice, contention for shared resources,
and diversity in the accelerator execution time may impose
unexpected limits to the benefits of parallelism.
One application should firstly initialize the AQLSM runtime
via the aqlsm runtime init() function. During the initialization
process AQLSM collects information, such as base physical
addresses and size, about the available agents and the reserved
AQLSM partition that is dedicated for the queues and data
buffers. The Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI)
gathers this information from the device tree infrastructure
and provides it to the Linux kernel. Figure 7 summarizes the
STM-aware programming paradigm flow. The flow in the SMP
method is free from step 4 .
After the initialization process completes, the programmer
allocates a queue via the AQLSM call aqlsm queue create(
queue type ) which returns a valid queue object, if available,
attached to agent (event 1 ). Each queue is located in a system
memory partition especially reserved for the AQLSM; the
address of each queue’s packet is calculated by the AQLSM
with the following formula (VA stands for virtual address).
packetV A = queueV A + (packetIndex % queue size)

Upon queue creation, the queue as a data structure will contain
the following information. (i) a unique queue identification,
namely the queue index, (ii) the base virtual address for the
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aqlsm_queue_t *queue;

System RAM

1 aqlsm_queue_create(agent,
QUEUE_TYPE_SINGLE, queue);

User App

Queues

7

2 uint64_t packetIndex =

AQLSM

aqlsm_request_packet_relaxed(queue, 1);

3
5

3 aqlsm_dispatch_packet_t* dispatch_packet =
(aqlsm_dispatch_packet_t*) queue->
base_address + packetIndex;

CPU

Queues
Partition

2

4

Translations

MMU

4 aqlsm_allocate_data_buffer( queue,

1

buffer_size, (void **) acquired_buffer);

OS
Partition

6

5 aqlsm_initialize_packet(buf_info,
packetIndex);

6 aqlsm_signal_store_release(queue,
packetIndex);

7 aqlsm_signal_wait_acquire( queue,
packetIndex, 1, , );
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GPPU
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Fig. 7. Dispatching by using the AQLSM runtime with the STM method.
The GPPU dispatches the packet and triggers the acceleration process between
events 6 and 7. Event 4 invokes kernel-space to get the MMU service.

data buffer which corresponds to the specific queue (SMP
mode), (iii) the size of the data buffer in bytes (SMP mode).
The particular queue and context inside the GPPU are associated with the queue index, so that no false queue index can be
intentionally or non-intentionally used. In the queue creation
call, the queue packets are allocated and initialized as well.
Next, an available packet is requested via calling aqlsm request packet relaxed(queue, packets amount), which returns
the next packet number (packetIndex) in the queue (see Fig. 7
event 2 ), and internally AQLSM computes the address of the
allocated packet (event 3 ). The application should allocate
some space to be used as source and outcome data buffers. In
the case of the SMP method, a partition in system memory
is reserved for allocating physically contiguous data buffers
and the available address space which corresponds to each
queue (queueAS) is statically calculated by the AQLSM as:
queueAS=(Total Available AS)/(Max Queues). If an application uses the STM method then the system (OS and AQLSM
runtime) is responsible to maintain the data buffers, and the
data allocation is done through the following function call
(event 4 in Fig. 7).
aqlsm_allocate_data_buffer(int queueIndex,int
buffer_size,void **acquired_buffer);

This function firstly pins the buffers to memory to avoid
swapping and with the synergy of a kernel driver, stores the
translations of the pages containing the buffer in a contiguous
memory space. This call returns a data buffer identification
(buffer id). Notice that the user can issue only a single request
to AQLSM to translate the virtual to physical addresses of a
user space buffer via the processor’s MMU and then re-use
this allocated buffer throughout many offloading operations, to
reduce the latency of the translation process. When the packet
is launched, then the GPPU, with the aid of the GATT, will
process the list of physical addresses properly, i.e., allow the
accelerator to work in the virtual address of the application.
After filling the acquired buffers with data, the application
requests the AQLSM to initialize the packet in memory
via the aqlsm initialize packet(aqlsm packet buffers info s
buf info, int packetIndex) call (event 5 ). This aqlsm packet
buffers info s structure is composed of the following fields:
struct aqlsm_packet_buffers_info_s {
int packet_type,
int accel_type,
int buffer_method,

int
int
int
int

buffer_amount,
*buffers_size,
*buffers_type,
*buffers_id };

where packet type indicates the type of packet, either dispatch
or barrier, and accel type indicates the type of acceleration
(possible types can be exported from aqlsm agent get info()).
The buffer method includes information about the memory access method used to allocate the data buffers and
might be one of the enumerations AQLSM BUF SMP or
AQLSM BUF STM. The buffer amount is the total number
of allocated data buffers, buffers type is a pointer describing whether the buffers contains source or outcome data,
buffers size is a pointer describing the size of data each buffer
contains in bytes. The buffers id is a pointer used only in the
STM method, and contains the buffers id which the AQLSM
uses to match the buffers with the appropriate translation list.
In summary, in order to launch a dispatch packet, the
application must create a queue, request an available packet,
allocate and prepare the data buffers, initialize the packet
and then inform the GPPU that there is a new offload
work available. The notification involves updating of the
packet header as valid and signaling the doorbell to the
GPPU (event 6 ). This is performed through the call
aqlsm signal store release(queueIndex,packetIndex).
The AQLSM is then responsible to update the write index
for this queue and the queue doorbell register in the GPPU.
The execution of the launched job may start asynchronously
while the application simultaneously submits additional packets in the same queue. If the application wants to get informed
about the state of the launched packets, this can be achieved
with the following function call (event 7 ).
aqlsm_signal_wait_acquire(int queueIndex,int *
packetIndex,int packet_amount,int
polling_interval_us,int max_time_to_wait_us);

The last parameter can be used to adjust maximum amount
of time the function shall wait for the requested packets to
complete; if zero value is passed, then the function blocks
and returns only when the packets have completed.
AQLSM Drivers
The AQLSM runtime uses Linux user I/O (UIO) drivers to
directly map the GPPU memory to a user space address range.
Thus, user space applications have direct access to the GPPU
memory and in particular to the GPPU contexts.This method
eliminates the need for any mechanism to transfer packets back
and forth between user space and kernel space. However, it is
not possible to set up DMA operations from user space, or do
contiguous memory allocation and direct cache control.
AQLSM runtime, in STM case, is complemented by a
kernel space driver, which provides the translation (virtual
to physical address) of user space allocated buffers, in order
to give an accelerator the ability to seamlessly operate in
application’s virtual address space and essentially to access
the corresponding system’s main memory. The driver supports
two commands, translate buffer pages and release buffer pages.
When a translate buffer pages is issued, the driver translates
and pins the buffer pages, generates an ordered list of their
physical addresses (PAs) and stores them in a contiguous
memory space using the services of the CMA and returns the
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TABLE III
R ACE CONDITIONS REQUIRING SYNCHRONIZATION OPERATIONS ( VIA
ATOMIC LOCKS IN CRITICAL SECTIONS )
Name
R1
R2
R3

Concurrent operations
Different apps request to
allocate a new queue
App destroys a queue and
app requests for a new queue
Different apps request a write
index in a shared queue

Comment
Ensure race-free
allocation of a queue
Avoid false allocation
and false destruction
Ensure race-free allocation
of a write index

We used the inherent support of ARMv8-specific instructions for exclusive memory access to implement atomic operations, using shared variables among multiple applications. The
inline assembly code shown in figure 8 enables the lock and
unlock of a mutex in user space. We selected the user space
locks after we compared our implementation with two of the
locking mechanisms that Linux kernel already provides. Figure
9 depictes the performance of different locking solutions on
ARM big.LITTLE (big: 2 cores A-57, little: 4 cores A-53)
architecture, where the big core operates in the minimum and

__asm( "ldaxr %x[old_val],[%x[ptr]]\n"

__asm( "ldaxr %x[old_val], [%x[ptr]]\n"

"cbnz

%x[old_val], 1f\n"

"cmp

%x[old_val], #1\n"

"stlxr %w[error], %x[lock], [%x[ptr]]\n"

"bne

2f\n"

"1:\n"

"stlxr %w[error], %x[unlock], [%x[ptr]]\n"

:[error]"=&r" (error)

"2:\n"

:[old_val]"r" (old_val),[ptr]"r" (ptr),

:[error]"=&r" (error)

[lock]"r" (0x1)

:[old_val]"r" (old_val),[ptr]"r" (ptr),

:"cc", "memory" );

[unlock]"r" (0x0)
:"cc", "memory" );

Fig. 8. User-space mutex lock (left); atomically load *ptr, if ’0’ atomically
store ’1’ (a.k.a. lock), else exit. User-space mutex unlock (right); if ’1’
atomically store ’0’ (release lock), else exit.
Cortex-A57 (1.15GHz)

Cortex-A57 (600MHz)

Cortex-A53 (650MHz)
Latency (s)

PA of that list to the caller. When a release buffer pages is
issued, the driver un-pins the translated buffers from memory
and de-allocates the space where the list was previously stored.
Finally, the driver has the ability to clear the system’s cache
if the system does not provide any cache coherence between
the CPUs and external devices.
D. Synchronization
To achieve correct and efficient operation in a GPPUenabled heterogeneous SoC, atomic operations need to be supported to guarantee safety when multiple initiators, hardware
or software, concurrently access shared resources. Resolution
of simultaneous accesses is required (i) among the GPPU
hardware and the AQLSM Runtime, (ii) among applications
that can share the same queue, i.e., access shared software
resources through AQLSM calls and, (iii) and among the
GPPU and the accelerators. AQLSM provides full internal
synchronization in the sense that the caller user application
does not need to perform any added synchronization operation.
Table III summarizes the race conditions that create the need
to ensure atomic access since at least one initiator performs
an update operation. For instance, a data conflict can occur
when two user applications desire to allocate a new queue
and read the queue status concurrently; the allocated queues
are maintained as a bitmap vector inside a GPPU register. The
two applications cause a data race, which can produce the
allocation of the same queue unless the AQLSM handles this
event using an atomic read-and-update to ensure that the entire
operation sequence is indivisible. In total three potential cases
can be raised, while two different locks are employed hereafter,
since, even if cases R1 and R2 occur concurrently, they access
the same location. Multiple applications residing in different
clusters (A53 and A57) can simultaneously signal doorbells
in the same GPPU, which is a race-free operation since the
GPPU AXI4-Lite interface serializes the writes triggered by
the AQLSM call of each application. Ordering semantics
of doorbells are determined by the arbitration policy set in
the CCI400 cluster interconnect and by the AXI4-ThinLinks
bridge (see figure 6).
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Fig. 9. Benchmarking lock mechanisms on Juno r1 SoC; average latency
when scaling from two to eight threads with step one for one million atomic
update operations each.

maximum frequencies. The user space locks using the ARMv8
Load-Acquire / Store-Release exclusive instructions show the
best performance in the little cluster.
V. E VALUATION
We evaluate the proposed GPPU infrastructure (SMP and
STM methods) against the baseline, using the implementation
on Juno r1 development platform as described in section IV.
Each dispatching method leverages the available accelerators
by employing two different use cases, Sobel Edge Detection(SED) and Matrix Multiplication(MM). The objective is
not to assess the effectiveness of the accelerators themselves
with regard to the selected benchmarks, but to demonstrate the
efficiency of user-level dispatching in synergy with hardwareassisted GPPU dispatching while offering an easy programming framework. By default, eight job buffers are enabled for
the SED use case and two buffers for the MM.
The A57 dual-core cluster is configured in overdrive mode,
i.e., 1.15GHz, during the evaluation. Considering the bandwidth constraints of the Thin-Links, in principle, we designed modest-throughput accelerators, instead of a single
accelerator that could consume the full bandwidth of the
Thin-Links. Thus, it makes sense to dispatch multiple jobs
that can progress in parallel. Instead of integrating the highend version of the SED core that we developed to achieve
305MB/s processing rates, we integrated a SED core version
that can process an image at an average of 76 MB/s and a
matrix multiplication core that delivers an average processing
throughput of 6.8 MB/s, including the DMA latency.
For each dispatching method the user application consists
of one master thread and a number of worker threads. In
both SED and MM the master thread loads the data from
a solid state disk to memory. Then, the worker threads do
memory copies to initialize their private data pool; we call
these operations as “data loading”. In SMP and STM methods,
through the AQLSM, a worker thread allocates its private
queue and frees this queue after the dispatched job is complete.
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With the aid of the GPPU infrastructure, jobs are dispatched
in a non-blocking fashion, while in the baseline method,
job dispatching is non-blocking among threads and blocking
for consecutive jobs within each thread, as far as there are
available job buffers. Figure 9 depicts how job dispatching
by two threads may incur latencies in time when blocking
and non-blocking is employed on the A57 cluster. The shaded
area marks the under-utilization of the physical accelerators
when the blocking method is used.
Non-blocking
Blocking

Four physical accelerators

One physical accelerator
ThreadA A1
ThreadB

A1

A1

B1

ThreadA A1

B1
B2

A1
B1

A1

B1

ThreadB B1
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B1
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A1

Time
CPU latency
(job preparation)

A2

Accelerator 0

B2

Accelerator 1

A1
B1

A2
B2

Accelerator 2

A2
B2

Accelerator 3

Fig. 9. Blocking and non-blocking job dispatching for two worker threads,
when one (left) or four (right) accelerators are available.

the baseline case); each Sobel core processes the ready jobs
in round-robin fashion. The number of worker threads is eight
and each one dispatches 512 jobs. The measurements that are
plotted refer to HD images (1280×720 pixels) on the left and
FHD (1920×1080 pixels) on the right and the experiments are
done on the A53 (top) and on the A57 cluster (bottom). As
expected, when the number of buffers exceed the number of
hardware accelerators, there is barely any performance gain
for the SMP and STM methods; this holds for both the A53
and the A57 clusters. On the other hand, the baseline method
shows performance gain even when we scale the number
of job buffers from four to eight, since dispatching in the
baseline method allows all the threads to initialize their jobs
(by copying their data to the eight buffers). The STM and SMP
methods give a 3.3× and 3.7× performance improvement over
the baseline in the best case, in terms of jobs/sec. The worst
case performance improvement is 1.5× and 1.7× respectively.
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Fig. 11. Performance impact of scaling the number of job buffers when eight
threads dispatch 512 SED jobs each.

With regard to the different CPU clusters, we receive exactly
the same performance for the SMP and STM methods when
we scale the number of job buffers from 1 to 8. This is
due to the significantly lower CPU involvement compared
to the amount of processing performed by the accelerators.
On the contrary, regarding the baseline method, when we
move the worker threads from the A53 to the A57 cluster, the
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Figure 10 compares the performance between the three
dispatching methods for the SED use case. Both SMP and
STM outperform the baseline for any number of jobs. This
is due to distributed queue management and to hardware
job scheduling, which enables non-blocking job dispatching
and thus fully utilize the available acceleration system. On
the other hand, the baseline method that uses blocking job
dispatching in the case of a single worker thread, is not
capable of hiding the initialization or completion delays in
every case. As the number of jobs scales, the STM shows rapid
improvement while later the gain becomes less impressive;
this happens due to reusing the same job buffers and hence,
the same page translations (virtual-to-physical) for offloads in
batches of more than sixteen jobs. Notice that even in the
case of a single thread, by dispatching many packets and by
enabling multiple buffers in the Active Jobs RAM, the GPPU
enables concurrent utilization of the Sobel accelerators.
Figure 11 shows the performance of the dispatching methods for the SED use case as we scale the number of accelerators from one to four.More precisely, we scale the number of
buffers in the Active Jobs RAM and in the kernel driver (for

Performance (jobs/s)
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Fig. 10. Scaling the number of dispatched jobs from 8 to 512 per thread and the number of threads from 1 to 8 that execute on the A57 cluster; each job
refers to SED processing of a FHD image
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Fig. 12. Breakdown of the SED benchmark (on FHD images) executing on
the A57 cluster and dispatching 512 jobs using all three dispatching methods;
profiling is performed using hardware counters in the FPGA.

are cumulative over offloading 512 jobs and are shown in
logarithmic (base 10) scale. In each plot the operations are
listed in a bottom–up time sequence. The delay to initialize the
values of each packet and the delay to manage the data buffers
and queues are the most important in SMP. However, these
latencies are negligible compared to other most dominant ones
in the STM and baseline. In the STM method, the allocation
of data, including pages translation and pinning, occurs in the
initialization phase of offloading and has an important effect in
the overall latency. Notice that since the size of each queue is
sixteen packets, such latencies increase until the job number
reaches sixteen; for batches larger than the queue size (i.e.,
sixteen), the translations are re-used since no more than sixteen
different pending jobs can be maintained for a single queue.
On the contrary, in the baseline case, the user-to-kernel and
kernel-to-user space copying of data buffers incur dominant
delays and scale exponentially with the workload size. As
shown in the bottom plot, the transfer of the outcome data to
user space costs 2.75× more time compared to user-to-kernel
copies due to that the result data are transferred via WriteUnique type AXI4 snoop transactions from the accelerator,
which causes the data to be stored in main memory.
As figure 12 shows, the actual acceleration latency in STM
costs 8.63% more compared to SMP and baseline dispatch
methods, and globally STM exhibits 6.76% higher latency
compared to SMP. This extra latency is due to dynamic reprogramming of the GATT that pertains only to the STM
method. Finally, notice that the cost to load data differs in
all three dispatching methods; this happens because during
the acceleration processing that result data are stored in main
memory, the single worker thread in both SMP and STM
initializes jobs and does data loading at the same time. If
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SMP

we execute the same baseline scenario on the A53 quad core
cluster, then the four threads perform data loading for the same
number of jobs in just 3.87 sec.
Figure 13 shows comparative performance results based on
the MM use case, in terms of jobs per second. As in the
case of the SED benchmark, the SMP method outweighs the
baseline method performance (jobs/s) in a range from 0.23%
for two threads up to 65% for eight threads. For small amount
Performance (jobs/s)

performance improves from 1% to 105% for the HD images
and 21% to 109% for the FHD images. Hence, SMP and STM
methods barely depend on CPU’s capacity in this scenario.
Figure 12 presents an analysis of execution latency when
a single worker thread executes on the A57 cluster and
dispatches 512 jobs to the Sobel accelerators in the SMP and
STM methods. For fair comparison, to ensure non-blocking
dispatching in the baseline method, we use four threads
to dispatch 128 jobs each. Notice that breakdown delays
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Fig. 13. Scaling the number of jobs offloaded to the single matrix multiplication accelerator and the number of threads running on the A57 cluster; a
single job refers to integer multiplication of square 100×100 matrices

of workloads (one and two threads) the performance difference
among the three methods is small. Actually in two threads, the
baseline method gives 2.3% and 0.6% (for increased workload)
better performance than the STM. For small matrices the
kernel driver is faster for the copy-to-user-space procedure,
compared to the virtual-to-physical translations in the STM
method. The STM is more efficient by 0.5% to 63.6% for
one, four and eight threads. Further, in the STM method, the
“knee” that appears in all plots is due to the re-use of translated
buffers for workloads larger than sixteen jobs.
B. Energy Results
To explore the impact of the GPPU in terms of energy
consumption, we use actual sensors measurements, which we
collect during our benchmarks. Juno board implements a set
of platform energy meter registers in the IOFPGA [31]. These
registers are updated every 100µs measuring instantaneous
current consumption, instantaneous voltage supply, instantaneous power consumption, and cumulative energy consumption of the Cortex-A53 and Cortex-A57 clusters, Mali-T624
GPU cluster, and the fabric of the Juno r1 SoC. Monitor
registers inside the IOFPGA are exposed through sysfs and
accessed via the hwmon Linux kernel driver.
Figure 14 shows the energy consumption per job when
scaling the number of image filtering offloads and concurrent
threads. The cost of memory copies leads the baseline method
to consume higher energy that ranges from 2.7× to 4.7×,
compared to the proposed SMP and STM offloading strategies.
Figure 15 depicts the trade-off between performance and
energy consumption when switching from A57 (big) to A53
(little) cluster. For all the dispatching methods we can see
that there is a significant gain concerning the consumption of
energy. Nevertheless, the impact in performance is insignificant for both SMP and STM methods, while for the baseline
method performance degradation ranges from 41% to 124%.
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A comparison for the SMP, STM and the baseline methods
regarding the energy consumption is also conducted for the
MM use case. By capturing the energy that IOFPGA reports
for the same scenarios that were previously depicted in figure
13, the consumption gain for SMP is 5.1%-47.9% and for STM
is 1.8%-50.7% compared to the baseline. In particular, in the
case of two worker threads, where the baseline method proves
to be slightly faster than STM (1.2% in average), the average
gain in energy consumption for the STM over the baseline is
17.2%, ranging from 3.6% to 26.8%.
Figure 16 shows the trade-off between performance and
energy consumption when switching from A57 to A53 cluster.
As expected, when we switch the applications from A57 to
A53, the energy consumption is optimized for all the methods.
On the other hand, while the performance ranges almost at
the same level in the SMP and STM cases, for the baseline
method, the performance reduces by 2.3% (one thread) or
improves by 5.4% (four threads) and 19.7% (eight threads);
the latter results from the high intensity in communication with
the kernel driver due to fine-grain jobs, and the fact that the
A53 cluster offers two more physical processors.
In both use cases and for all methods we do not consider the
energy required in the LogicTile, since the control operations
of the GPPU are both infrequent and require data exchange
with system memory in units of 64 bytes, which is negligible
compared to the amount of processed data. To evaluate the
energy overheads of the GPPU infrastructure from the FPGA
prototype perspective, we used the Xilinx XPower Analyzer
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GPPU

0.61246
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0.143751
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0.18820

2322

2
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0.003071

Image filter
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Matrix multiplier

0.94412
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11164
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The time duration that each IP component is active, was
reported by real hardware AXI counters/timers instantiated in
the design. Hence, table IV summarizes the results of energy
assessment for our implemented design. The overhead of the
GPPU in terms of energy is negligible, only 0.14% for small
jobs (i.e., small matrices) and the overhead of GATT, in the
STM method, is only 0.41% for large jobs (i.e., FHD image
processing). Notice that the power consumed in the FPGA
I/O pins and the corresponding TLX interface is not included,
since it is the same across all methods.
C. Device Utilization Results
Figure 17 shows the utilized area of the hardware components. The GPPU blocks (including GATTs) occupy 29%, the
image filter accelerators occupy 49% and the matrix multiplication accelerator occupies 7% and operate in 100MHz.
Device Utilization

TLX400-IF &
Clocks
15%

GATT (x5)
17%
GPPU
12%

Accs
56%

Image Filter (x4)
49%

Matrix Multiplier
7%

Fig. 17. Area cost (%) of each component and of the full acceleration system
in the FPGA; Slice LUTs include both LUTs as logic and as memory, totaling
57906 LUTs. The GPPU includes also 16 BRAMs, the scheduler 16, the
Image Filters 83 and the Matrix Multiplier 32 BRAMs.

D. Discussion
By using the GPPU framework, the distributed nature of
queue operations, such as queue allocation, packet preparation and launching without OS system calls, together with
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hardware-assisted dispatching and batch-mode offloading enable shorter delays in job dispatching to hardware accelerators.
While one dimension in achieving energy efficiency and
optimal performance is through the optimization of specialpurpose hardware accelerators, another important dimension is
the efficient interfacing, in terms of software and hardware, of
user applications to such systems. Through providing a unified
virtual address space among the diverse computational units of
a system, the programmer’s productivity is greatly improved;
all subtle interfacing, resource monitoring and scheduling to
the accelerators is abstracted by the AQLSM. The benefit of
GPPU to provide a unified packet-based API involves also
limitations in terms of delay to de-capsulate packets and
program the accelerator with the domain-specific parameters.
As the level of heterogeneity between the hardware accelerators which are attached to a single GPPU increases, so is
the complexity incurred for the GPPU. Further, the GPPU
currently is not designed to decide which processes deserve
access to the accelerator and for how long.
By scaling the number of queues as available resources
for the applications, the GPPU can bring significant performance improvement only if more accelerators are integrated
since the GPPU dispatch latency is orders of magnitude less
compared to accelerator latency (see figure 12). The support
of multiple independent queues incurs queue management
and synchronization, which requires negligible complexity in
both hardware and software components and most importantly
incurs little perturbations among the different applications.
To maximize the system throughput co-located applications
to shared accelerators with shared memory are examined
in various works; by performing OpenCL kernel execution
scheduling authors in [36] propose balancing of performance
degredation. Recently, CuMAS [37] offers automatic overlapping of data transfers and kernel executions, but it focuses on scheduling multiple CUDA applications, rather than
scheduling of a single application’s data transfers. Scheduling
is an additional direction by which the GPPU infrastructure
can similarly be exploited to control system utilization or
resource interference and prioritization. We intend to examine
the applications’ behavior and the impact of different GPPU
scheduling algorithms to the system in future work.
SMP-based offloading delivers the best performance across
scaling number of jobs, CPU type and accelerator type (single
or multi-threaded, image filtering or matrix multiplication).
This is due to the GPPU framework and mainly because
the SMP strategy is free from any virtual-to-physical noncontiguous translation process. However, the downside is that
we currently do not support memory management for the
reserved data partition for such operation; a fixed-size memory
region is statically assigned to each queue for the lifetime
of the job. The STM strategy allows for full exploitation of
system memory without the overheads of IOMMU address
translation. The AQLSM runtime enables transparent adoption
of either SMP or STM method and essentially removes the
overhead of kernel calls since the only interaction with kernellevel driver occurs only in the initialization phase.
In the scope of GPGPU execution paradigm to take advantage of shared virtual memory (SVM) key feature across the
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CPU and the GPU, recent research proposed improvements
inside page walk schedulers, necessary in reducing address
translation overheads [38]. None of other schedulers i.e.,
sophisticated wavefront and memory controller schedulers
attempt to tackle these overheads. The researchers apply
batching of page table walk requests and larger IOMMU
buffer size, which determines the size of the lookahead for
the scheduler. For custom accelerators equipped with IOMMUs, recent works [39] propose to offload TLB misses to
the page walker of the host core MMU, which effectively
provides a unified virtual memory to accelerators but in a very
intrusive way (requiring hardware modifications). Moreover,
as SVM supports zero-copying which allows to pass only
pointers between CPU and GPU for packet-based data access,
it nevertheless requires using a separate memory allocator
(e.g., clSVMAlloc()) instead of standard malloc() [40]. Additionally, frequent launch and teardown incurs overheads
due to execution of heavyweight synchronization instructions
to initialize the context registers at start and to make the
results visible to the CPU side at teardown. To address the
limitations of the zero-copy and memcpy approaches, more
recent solutions introduce new memory hierarchy in multiGPU
environments and extensions of the MOESI protocol [41]. As
accelerators have now become first-class compute citizens,
instead of employing such sophisticated techniques, unified
memory addressing feature can provide great advantages with
our proposed strategies which at the same time expose a much
easier programming model.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The key to exploiting accelerator-rich architectures is the
efficient offloading of jobs; first, this involves architectural
simplifications through providing support for devices’ virtual
address space without additional cost of IOMMUs and second,
efficiency involves removing traditional OS system calls while
at the same time providing a highly easy API and light runtime
at the programmer side.
We have introduced the GPPU to support efficient communication between CPUs and accelerator components (programmable like GPUs, or custom hardware accelerators). The
two GPPU core benefits are programmability simplification
and communication latencies reduction. The developed GPPU
is a hybrid component comprised of both mechanisms in hardware and in software, which facilitate efficient job dispatching.
By exploiting user-level queuing, workload dispatching to
hardware accelerators allows the removal of drawbacks related
to copying objects through the operating system calls. We
presented an optimized GPPU hardware that includes data
structures supporting: (i) scaling number of queues, which
are maintained in unified system memory space, (ii) consolidation of applications’ scattered data that reside in noncontiguous memory space offering a contiguous device address
space (thus eliminating the need of IOMMU for peripheral
devices), (iii) synchronization mechanisms to achieve racefree sharing of multiple threaded applications that offload jobs
to accelerators, and, (iv) hardware support for dispatching to
hierarchical organization of accelerators. In addition, we developed the AQLSM Runtime which complements the GPPU
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innovative hardware and exposes an efficient programming
layer to applications by reducing communication latency and
programmability barrier. We believe that our GPPU infrastructure brings a homogenizing hardware layer to diverse
accelerating components and a runtime to permit applications
to be productively targeted to heterogeneous architectures
while utilizing the available accelerators in an optimized way.
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